Oman Section

Getting Closer to Industry
- IEEE Oman Section established a good link with Industry via the industry-academia day. The Section organizes the event with local universities and colleges in Oman.
- The section requests IEEE/the Region to support out event with distinguished speakers.

Attracting and Supporting Future Members
- The section is active by delivering technical seminars, workshops, technical visits, ...
- The section supports students branches activities to further attract new students.

Section Vitality
In Oman Section, we expand the responsibilities and section operation to committees. This helps to maintain sufficient volunteers to drive the Section.

IEEE in Africa

Support from IEEE Office in Vienna, Austria
I hope the office can help to establish the legal status of the Section in Oman. This is very critical to have a local bank account.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback
Two new chapters have been established in Oman: Communication Chapter and Computer Chapter. Similarly, we have 4 new students branches.